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MSI Notebook A6200-040US 15.6inch Core i5430M GMA 4GB 500GB DVD-RW Windows 7
Home Premium Black Retail
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MPN:
A6200-040US
MarketingInfo:
Classic Cross-Hatch Design: MSI\'s concise and refined classic cross-hatch design uses high-tech color
film print technology for a dazzling look. The sparkling; scratch-resistant enamel provides a high degree of
rigidity. Under different light sources; this finish will emit a multitude of color variations that create sparkling
visual effects and evoke a minimalist undertone of taste and style. Easy-to-Carry Thin and Light Design:
Abandoning the stereotype of thick-and-heavy traditional notebook; MSI new C Series offers thinner and
lighter solution for more convenient usage. Furthermore; it is easier for you to take it on the move. 16:9
Theatrical Aspect Ratios: Comparing the 16:10 screens of the regular notebook computers to the 16:9
golden theatrical ratio of the MSI Notebook; the visual span has been extended by 14%. The black bars on
the top and bottom of the screen can be avoided; very suitable for playing High Definition movies so you
may watch it from any angle and truly enjoy the advanced imagery. High Resolution Webcam and MIC:
Built-in high-resolution webcam and MIC allow you to communicate with ease! Ready for image recording
means you can share your video experiences without missing a beat! WLAN for Roaming Wireless Access
Anywhere: Wireless LAN makes you to access the internet wirelessly at any time.""
VENDOR:
MSI (Micro Star)
SUB-CATEGORY:
15 inches
SKU:107642
KeyFeatures:

:
SKU: 107642
description:
MSI Notebook A6200-040US 15.6inch Core i5-430M GMA 4GB 500GB DVD-RW Windows 7 Home
Premium Black Retail
Price:
15 inches Notebooks/PDA
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